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ABSTRACT

ypes automatically, was developed at TNO-
nput from an all-weather microphone. The

tic signal. The user-interface and the signal

noise from helicopters; the classification is

:s. The demonstrator currently contains information of I I
nclude additional types of helicopters' The input signal is

analyzed in real time, the result is ng from "no target" to "helicopter type x", e'g. Lynx Mk2' If the

helióopter is classified, its relative *"t1. tt" algoriihm was developed and tested using a database of

different helicopters (hovering and distances ranging from 90 meter uP to 8 kilometer' The sensitivity

to noise was investigated using jet, tank, artillery and environmental (wind and turbulence) noise as input'

Recently (May-June 1999) the demonstrator was tested during two held trials. Different types of helicopters were detected

and classified, at various spe"ds, heights and distances. The detection range of the demonstrator is adjustable' However,

when the range is ,", to upiro*imately one kilometer, the demonstrator will obtain a high correct classification score, with

very few false alarms.

The research is funded by the School of Military Intelligence of the Royal Netherlands Army. The objective is to develop a

prototype of a helicoptei detection and classification gioundsento., *hi"h can be used by the Royal Netherlands Armed

forces for intelligence gathering of helicopter movements. Future research plans include the acoustic detection and

classif¡cation of different types of fixed wing aircraft and UAV's.
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I. BACKGROUND AND INTRODUCTION

ook

:::
tion

are mainly used by helicopters that are tasked with reconnaissance, armor suppression and fire support missions'

During póace keeping miisions the monitoring of helicopter movements of different parties is also a problem' The terrain

often obstructs the line of sight of traditional ditection equipment. Acoustic means can be used to improve the capability to

detect low flying helicopt"rJ. Th" classification ofthe type ofhelicopter is also a possibility'

In a research contract for the Dutch Army a "helicopter classif,rcation technology demonstration system" was developed'

The system consists of a microphon", u-plifì"r and AD conversion electronics. Detection and classification is performed

using a pC and MatlabrM. The tlchnology demonstrator is battery powered and placed in a portable weatherproof housing'

This paper contains a description of the demonstrator hardware, and a short description of the algorithms developed' Next,

classification results on coiected helicopter data (recorded at Dreux airfield, FR) are shown, as well as classification

results calculated for different meteorological conditions. Finalty, results are presented of the system's performance during

recent held trails.

ln tJnattended Ground Sensor Technotogies and Applications //, Edward M. Carapezza' Todd M. Hintz,
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2. DESCRJPTION OF THE DEMONSTRATOR

The original contract included the development of a laboratory demonstrator, based on a desktop PC' Later the contract

was extended to develop a military version of the demonstratori to be deployed in the field along with the UGS system the

Netherlands army is procuring.

2.1. Components of the Laboratory version

The laboratory version consists of a microphone, filtering and amplifîcation electronics, and

components are shown in Figure 2.1.

a processing unit. These

Figure 2. I : I-eft: Outdoor microphone with Perspex umbrella (scale in cm), Right: PC, 19 inch rack and microphones'

To condition the microphone signal for further processing, low pass frltering (anti-aliasing filter) and amplification is

required. This is performed in a l9-inch rack, hotAing an 8th order Butterworth filter, amplifier and power supply'{he

.u.k hu, the pos;ibility to include hardware for moie microphones. The AD conversion is performed using a Data

Translation DT322,(ló single channel analog input 16 bit resolution) data acquisition board. A HP Vectra VL II 400 MHz

desktop pC is used to run th1 data acquisition unã classification software. A MatlabrM user interface runs on the PC'

2.2. Components of the fieldable version

The hardware integrated for the heldable demonstrator includes a laptop PC, National Ins[uments PCMCIA AD board'

anti-aliasing filter, amplifier, outdoor weatherproof microphone and batteries. The electronics and laptop are placed in an

aluminum case; the microphone and RS232 ootput 
"un 

be connected to the outside of the case using Burndy connectors.

The anti-aliasing filter, aåpliher and power supply are placed in a separate housing in the aluminum case' The fieldable

version provides'the classiircation results on the-R-S232 port. The demonstrator can be incorporated into the UGS system

of the Dutch army (The demonstrator emits 3 bytes per second if a target is detected). A picture of the fieldable

demonstrator is shown in figure 2.2.
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Figure 2.2; læfr: Hardware integated for the fieldable demonstrator includes a laptop PC, PCMCIA AD board, anti-aliasing frlter'

amplifier, microphone and batteries. The separate housing for th¡ee lginch boa¡ds holding the power supply, hlter and

amplifier is shown on the right.

2.3. Algorithm and user interface description

The user interface and signal processing algorithms were developed to be able to perform research on helicopter detection,

as well as real-time deteãtionand classification of helicopters in the freld. The input source can be chosen, either from a

file or ûom an AD channel. At the moment, only one channel is used, with a samplerate of lO24 Hz' The user interface

shows the input signal and the preprocessed spectrum. The ouçut of the detection algorithm (classification code and

helicopter type) is Jho*tr on the screen and is written to a log file for later analysis. The possibilities "no target", "alert"'
..main-rotori'-and "helicopter type x" are represented by classification code 14. The interface is shown in figure 2.3'

TNO Helicopter Classif ication Demonstrator
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Figure 2.3: Demonstrator user interface with input selection menu, and th¡ee graphs showing the input signal, the spectnrm and ttre

classification code. The status is indicated in the lower left comer.
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The demonstrator is built from modules that:

. performalgorithminitialization

. determine the set-up of the AD board

. handle the algorithm input

. perform preprocessing ofthe acoustic signal

. perform detection of'Totor like" signals
r perform the final classification ofthe signal.
. show and plot the results on the screen
. write the results to a file
. output the results to the RS232 port.

The execution time depends on a number of different tasks that are performed. The current version uses approximately 0.5

s, which includes all tasks, from reading data from the AD board to generating outPut' Further development to obtain a

prototype is possible using the .un"ni demonstrator components. The algorithms written in MatlabrM can be easily

ãaaptect. Conversion to standard C for programming a DSP board is also possible.

During a demonstration, an interface can be used to display the demonstrator messages on another computer, acting as

monitór. In the monitor window the sensor (demonstrator) position is shown on a map, together with the messages

received from the demonstrator. The monitor window contains buttons to set up the connection with the demonstrator' If a

helicopter is detected, the demonstrator position lights up in red. A button with the helicopter type to the right of the map

lights up red as well. If only a main rotor is detected, a yellow button lights up. Next to the button the cumulative number

of deteótions is shown. These counters can be reset using the "reset counters" button on the left of the window, see fìgure

2.4.

TNO Helicopter classification demonstrator Monitor lnterface
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Figure 2.4: Helicopter classification monitor interface.

3. RESULTS ONDRETIX DATA

For algorithm development and initial testing, a dataset recorded in 1988 at Dreux airfield in France was used. A detailed

description of the dataset used is given in ttl. fne data used in this example contains noise of helicopter type 3, recorded at

90 meìers distance (hrst 64 r".oñdt¡ with the helicopter hovering at approximately 5 m height. The other part of the data

(192 seconds) shown in this example was recorded when the helicopter hovered at different positions on a circle with a
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Walsfall plot ol e hsl¡copter spsclrum

radius of 2 km from the microphone position, at 5 m and 50 m height. The processed spectrum of the acoustic data is

shown in the left part of fìgure 3.I below.

Figure 3. I : Iæfr: Time frequency distribution of the data of helicopter type 3. Horizontal: time axis (0-256s), Vertical: frequency

axis. Right: Classification results, from top to bottom: helicopter type, classification code, main rotor frequency, tail

rotor frequency and helicopter speed. Horizontal: time axis (0-256s).

The resulting plot (figure 3.1 right part) contains the helicopter type, the classification code, the main rotor frequency' the

tail rotor frequency ãnd the speed. From the results we see that if the main and tail rotor frequency are visible in the

spectrum, the algorithm can successfully determine the presence and the type ofhelicopter.
To show the algorithm can also detect and classify approaching helicopters, an example is given of the classification

results on data of an approach of helicopter type2. The helicopter is approaching from approximately 8 km distance, at a

speed of approximately 60 m/s. The time frequency distribution of the data is shown in figure 3.2, left part.

Figure 3.2: læft: Time frequency distribution of the approach data of helicopter type 2. Horizontal: time axis (0-l6Os)' Vertical:

frequency axis. Right: Classification results, from top to bottom: helicopter type, classification code, main rotor

frequency, tail rotor frequency and helicopter speed.

From the classification results (figure 3.2 right) we see that the algorithm detects the helicopter at t - 15 s, approximately

120 s before it has reached CPA (which happens at t - 140). The detection is lost after the initial detection, and resumes at

t - 45 s, approximately 90 s before the helicopter is overhead. One of the reasons (besides propagation conditions) is that

Watslall plot of ¿ helicoptsr sp6clrum
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the recordings were made in 1988, and required changing of the amplification to keep the signal within the dynamic range

of the recorder. When the amplihcation is ãecreased (in tiis case), the detection is lost temporarily'

From the dataset recorded in Dreux, a subset was chosen for testing the algorithms. The subset consists of hover data

recorded at 90 m and 2000 m distance, and approach dara from apprõximateiy 8000m until cPA' The total results of the

algorithm on the testset are given in hgure 3'3'

Figure 3.3: Results of the classification algorithm on the Dreux helicopter data. The graph contains percentages of correct

classification, main fotor detection, false classification and rejection of the signal, for t helicopter types in hover and

aPProach situations.

The graph shows that the algorithm can successfully detect and classify different types of helicopters' wrong

classifications occur occasionall"y, but mostly for helicopter type 4. The errors for type 4 occur because this helicopter has

a tail rotor frequency outside the algorithm's current frequency range'

During the same measurement campaign jet noise was recorded. The current algorithm rejects those signals successfully'

The lJg spectrum of 4 (different) jet passages is shown in figure 3'4'

Waleíall plol of a helicopter specltum

Figure 3.4: tæft: The Time frequency distribution of four consecutive passes of a jet aircraft. The x axis of the plot is the time (total

of l2g s), the y axis is the frequency. tæft: Classification results ofthejet spectra.
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The classi{ìcation result on the sPectra is shown in the right part of figure 3'4' The graph shows the type detected (type 0

for no target), and the ciassificution code lcode ì io. ,J.¡".iion or ttre slectra¡. oñviåusly the main rotor and tail rotor

frequency could not be determined'

4. CLASSIFICATION RESI']LTS ON WINDNOISE DATA
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Figure 4.1: r.æfr: Results at l00o m downwind from the source, averaged for different wind speeds' Right: Results at 1000 m upwind

from the source, averaged for different wind speeds'

To show the ability to reject wind noise signals, the acoustic data gathered in different wind conditions was submitted to

the demonstrator algorithm. In this case the ¿utå *o, submitted to the algorithm as recorded, without the addition of the

rit""r"i"Jr,"licopter-noise or the application of the Propagation filter'

Here we

of 7 Bea

in figure
tuned in
different wind sPeeds'
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W.lafall plol of a helicoFlor speclrum

Figure 4.2: [æft: Processed spectraofwind noise data at an average wind speed of0 Beaufort' 23 sequences of32 s data' Right:

Classification results on the data

Wal€fall plot 0f a hol¡copt€r spoctrum

Figure 4.3: læft: Processed spectra of wind noise data with at an average wind speed of 7 Beaufort' 24 sequences of 32 s data Right:

Classification results on the data

5. RESULTS OFFIELDTRIALS

Field trials to test the demonsÍator on different types of helicopters and aircraft were held at two airfields in the

Netherl 
u¡irlrurtrudrvr "" "^'^-'- 

,, lL *"." allowed to be present during normal training operations' The

frgures ce of the demonst¡ator for different targets'

Figure starting behind a fieeline at approximately 1600 m' The helicopter

passed oximately 500 m, to-return in a wide circle back to its starting point'
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Walolell plol of a helicopter spsctrum
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Figure 5.1: Left: Time frequency distribution of the passage of helicopter type 10. Horizontal: time axis (0-370s)' Vertical:

frequency axis. Right: Classihcation results on the data. From top to bottom: helicopter type, classifrcation code' main

rotor frequency, tail rotor frequency and helicopter speed'

Figure 5.2 contains data of multiple helicopters, two of type 10, one of type 9, one unknown and the landing of a fixed

wiîg aircraft. The classihcation rlsults in fìgure 5.2 show that in most cases the strongest signal is classified' with some

false c I assiltcations.

Figure 5.2: Time frequency distribution of multiple heticopters, two of type 10, one of type 9, one unknown and the landing of a

fixed wing aircraft. Horizontal: time axis (0-725s), Vertical: frequency axis. Right: Classification results on the data

ftom top to bottom: helicopter type, classihcation code, main rotor frequency, tail rotor frequency and helicopter speed'

Figure 5.3 e of the demonstrator for two targets of the same type' It contains data of two

helicopters o hover and take-off. Ifinspected in more detail, we see one helicopter leaving,

and an add leaving as well.

Walsrfall plot of a hslicoptel spectrum
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Watsrfall plot of a hel¡coptor spectrum

Figure 5.3: læft: Time frequency disrribution of multiple helicopters, two type 7. Horizontal: time axis (0-625s), Vertical: frequency

axis. Right: Classification results on the data, from top to bottom: helicopter type, classification code' main rotor

frequency, tail rotor frequency and helicopter speed'

s is that the demonstrator algorithm was able to classify the

to 2000 m, depending on the type, wind direction and flight

not in our datàbase prior to the measurements. After a short

¡hichthedemonstratorcouldalsodetectandclassifythistype
tor algorithm, little false alarms are exhibited if no targets are

present.

6. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

:allyhasbeenshown,usingdatagatheredinmeasurement
orrìbility to add helicopters to the classifier database has also

; a tow false alarm rate. If helicopters and fixed wing aircraft

of fixed wing aircraft and UAV's'
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